Microelectronic vision prosthesis proposes to render luminous spots (so-called phosphenes) in the visual field of the otherwise blind subject by way of an implanted array of stimulating electrodes, and in doing so restore some spatial vision. There are now many research teams worldwide working towards a therapeutic device, analogous to the cochlear implant, for the profoundly blind. Despite the similarities between the cochlear implant and vision prostheses, there are few instances in the literature where the two approaches are compared and contrasted with a mind to informing the science and engineering of the latter. This is the focus of the present review; specifically, our interest is psychophysics and signal processing. Firstly, we examine the cochlear implant, and review a handful of psychophysical work: the acoustic simulation of cochlear implants and the method used. We focus on the use of normally hearing subjects (played coloured noise bands or sine waves) as a means of investigating cochlear-implant efficacy and speech processing algorithms. These results provide guidance to vision researchers, for they address the interpretation of simulation data, and flag key areas, such as 'artificial' perception in the presence of noise, that require experimental work in coming years. Secondly, we provide an up-to-date review of the body of analogous psychophysical work: the visual simulation, involving normal observers, of microelectronic vision prosthesis. These simulations allow predictions as to the likely clinical efficacy of the prosthesis; indeed, results to date suggest that a number on the order of 100 implanted electrodes will afford subjects mobility and recognition of faces (and other complex stimuli), while even fewer electrodes facilitate reading printed text and very simple visuomanual tasks. Further, the simulations allow investigations of image and signal processing strategies, plus they provide researchers in the field, and other interested persons, a perceptual experience that approximates what a prosthesis will likely afford implantees.
The cochlear implant (CI) and the microelectronic retinal prosthesis, as it is envisioned, are conceptually similar in many ways. Both implant a relatively small number of electrodes at the site of sensorineural elementshair cells or photoreceptors-and seek to replace normal physiological function via extracellular electrical stimulation of more proximal neural elements. This effectively activates populations of fibres forming the afferent nerves-auditory or optic. Despite the similarities, and despite the clinical success of the CI, there are few instances in the literature where CIs and retinal prosthetics are explicitly compared and contrasted with a mind to informing the science and engineering of the latter. Therefore, the present review is aimed at the vision researcher with an interest in hearing research, whose endeavours in the field of prosthetics may benefit from a better understanding of the cochlear implant. Specifically, our interest lies with simulating auditory and visual sensorineural prostheses, that is, activation of the sensory epithelium-the cochlea or the retina-in normal subjects by native means-acoustic or visual-in a way that approximates electrical activation. These simulations yield psychophysical data that stand to inform the design of speech or image processing strategies and electrode array designs. The use of normal listeners or observers as opposed to implanted subjects allows the separation of confounding factors, e.g., duration of experience with a particular processing strategy or viability and variability of degenerate neural tissue.
This paper begins with the cochlear implant. Prior to reviewing a handful of studies that, we hope, will provide some direction to future visual modelling studies, we briefly canvas the neurophysiology of the cochlea, speech processing strategies implemented in CIs and the method involved in acoustic modelling. We then examine microelectronic retinal prosthesis and visual modelling of electrical retinal stimulation. We conclude with a discussion of the shortcomings of prosthesis modelling with a mind to informing the interpretation of visual modelling data and the direction of future work in this area.
Auditory prosthesis
The CI was first made commercially available in 1982 to those profoundly deaf through hair cell loss. It is estimated that, at present, there exist 85 000 implant recipients worldwide [1] . The improvement in clinical outcomes in recent years (for example, monosyllabic word recognition has improved, roughly, from 10% to 45% between the 1980s and 1999 [2] ) is attributed equally to improved speech processing strategies, revised implant candidacy criteria and unidentified factors [2] . This speech processing result suggests that image processing may play a central role in achieving favourable clinical outcomes for a retinal implant. Since this review is aimed at the vision researcher, prior to examining acoustic models of electrical cochlear stimulation we provide here a brief overview of the neurophysiology of the peripheral auditory system (for more detail the reader is directed to [3] [4] [5] ), speech processing and electrode design.
Overview of auditory neurophysiology and cochlear-implant speech processing and electrode design
The human cochlea is a fluid-filled cavity in the temporal bone of the skull that analyses sound over approximately ten octaves-from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The cavity is approximately 35 mm long and is coiled like a snail's shell, spanning approximately 2.5 revolutions, about the auditory nerve which runs through its bony centre-the modiolus. To a first approximation, when the cochlea is viewed in section an upper duct (scala vestibuli) and a lower duct (scala tympani) are apparent, separated by the basilar membrane which is tensioned horizontally across the cochlea. The organ of Corti lies on the basilar membrane and comprises the sensory epithelium-approximately 15 500 outer and inner hair cells, the latter of which predominantly synapse on spiral ganglia forming the auditory nerve (by way of the inner wall of the spiralling cochlea) and convey sound information to the brain. To the vision researcher there are obvious parallels between hair cells and photoreceptors and between spiral and retinal ganglion cells.
The cochlea (contained in the inner ear) receives sound information from the outer and middle ears by way of the oval and round windows (which access the scala vestibuli and scala tympani, respectively), the ossicles (incus, malleus and stapes) and the tympanic membrane. By way of this structure, sound affects a pressure field in the cochlea and generates a travelling wave in the basilar membrane. The pattern of disturbance of the membrane is a function of the incident sound; the membrane is tonotopically mapped (approximately logarithmically) with high frequencies innervating hair cells at the cochlea's basal end (closer to the middle ear) and low frequencies hair cells at the apical end. Although early theories had it that the cochlea functioned like a Fourier analyser (a bank of uncoupled filters each receiving identical inputs [6] ), the issue is now understood to be somewhat more complicated: fluid-mediated coupling between portions of the basilar membrane, lateral (neural) inhibition and local feedback mechanisms involving motile outer hair cells all contribute to the analysis.
Of course, there are numerous aetiologies of hearing loss. A subset of the severely to profoundly deaf suffer sensorineural loss which most commonly involves the selective degeneration of hair cells (leaving the auditory nerve and proximal auditory centres intact) and are therefore candidates for a cochlear implant 5 . In the typical multiple-channel implant, an array of stimulating electrodes (between 6 and 22) is implanted in the scala tympani [1, 8] . The array is inserted approximately 22-30 mm deep via a 1-2 mm cochleostomy drilled proximal to the round window. Ideally, so as to minimize the interaction of charge injected via different electrodes and to lower perceptual thresholds, the electrode is positioned perimodiolarly, that is, close to the inner wall of the spiralling cochlea, in close apposition to spiral ganglia. The tonotopic organization of the cochlea is thus exploited along the length of the array. The array is connected to an implanted receiver which, via trans-cutaneous radio frequency transmission, is coupled to an external microphone, speech processor and transmitter worn at the ear.
It is the stimulation strategies implemented by the speech processor that concern the translation of an acoustic signal to injected charge(s) via one or more electrodes. There exist numerous strategies; commercially available devices implement at least one of these strategies according to parameters established in post-surgical, psychophysical testing conducted by the consulting specialist. There exists no universal preference amongst implantees for any one strategy in particular (see, e.g., [9] ). Roughly speaking, stimulation strategies may be categorized as sequential or simultaneous, pulsatile or analogue. The former category concerns the number of electrodes that are active at a single point in time; if that number cannot exceed one, the strategy is sequential, 5 For the relaxation in recent years of implant candidacy criteria concomitant with improved clinical outcomes see [7] .
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otherwise simultaneous. The latter category concerns the waveforms of injected charge; 'pulsatile' refers typically to biphasic, charge-balanced waveforms, the amplitudes of which are modulated between perceptual threshold and comfortable loudness (so-called T and C levels) accordingly. 'Analogue' refers to waveforms that more closely mimic the acoustic waveform presenting at the microphone 6 . Despite there being numerous experimental protocols, those of major clinical significance include SPEAK (spectral peak strategy) [11] , CIS (continuous interleaved sampling) [12] , ACE (advanced combination encoder) [13] and SAS (simultaneous analogue stimulation; see [14] ).
Common to all these strategies is an initial stage of bandpass filters that parcels up some amount of the frequency spectrum between 100 and 10 000 Hz. The output at each filter then undergoes temporal envelope detection (full-wave rectification and low-pass filtering). This is depicted in figure 1 .
Subsequent to temporal envelope extraction, strategies differ; it is convenient to think of these differences as contingent upon the trade-off between spectral resolution and temporal resolution and the way in which this trade-off is managed. For example, consider implanted hardware capable of delivering 14 400 charge-balanced (sequential) pulses per second (pps). If a stimulation cycle involves only, say, two electrodes, then, by way of Shannon's sampling theorem, the stimulation pattern at each electrode may convey temporal information in the envelope up to approximately 3500 Hz. If a stimulation cycle involves ten electrodes, this rate is reduced by a factor of 5.
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The differences between the pulsatile strategies CIS and SPEAK are subtle. In any given stimulation cycle, both strategies sequentially activate between six and eight monopolar electrodes in tonotopic order. CIS, however, provides better temporal resolution (approximately 800 pulses per second per electrode (pps/el) versus approximately 250), though SPEAK provides better spectral resolution (SPEAK involves as many bandpass filters as there exist stimulating electrodes-as many as 22 in some devices; CIS is designed for fewer electrodes-typically six driven by a bank of six filters). Whilst under CIS the stimulation electrodes are 'fixed', under SPEAK the stimulation electrodes are 'dynamic'-for a given cycle, activation occurs at those six or eight electrodes for which filter output is maximum.
CIS was originally proposed as an improved alternative to the compressed analogue strategy [17] . That strategy simultaneously activated multiple monopolar electrodes with analogue waveforms. Such activations are thought to give rise to vector summation in tissue of injected charge and cross-talk between active electrodes, both of which are hypothesized to have deleterious effects on speech understanding (see [18] ). SPEAK was originally proposed as an improved 6 More detail regarding functional electrical stimulation-e.g. the requirement of charge balance, and the interplay between stimulation rates and refractory periods in target tissue-may be found in [10] . 7 The issue of stimulation rates is somewhat complicated and controversial. Recent work suggests that pulse rates beyond the relative refractory period, even, of auditory neurons may be effective in lowering perceptual thresholds (see [15] and contrarily [16] ). alternative to formant-extracting 8 algorithms implemented on small numbers of electrodes [20] ; due to very little redundancy being contained in the processed signal, such strategies suffered in the presence of noise (see [20] ).
It is convenient to think of the ACE strategy as a CIS-SPEAK union. ACE may provide a simple implementation of either SPEAK or CIS. Further, the number of electrodes activated in any cycle is selectable; the outputs of adjacent filters may be summed when fewer stimulating electrode are employed. The mean stimulation rate (with programmable jitter 9 ) varies between 250 and 2400 pps/el, the limit being a maximum of 14 400 pulses within a cycle.
Acoustical models of auditory sensorineural prostheses
Electrical stimulation of the cochlea can be modelled acoustically. That is to say, experiments may be run involving normally hearing (NH) listeners played sounds, via loudspeakers or headphones, that approximate the perceptual experiences of CI subjects. Acoustic modelling has considerable predictive power regarding outcomes in CI subjects (of which more later), allowing alternative speech processing strategies and electrode configurations to be readily investigated. By way of describing the typical set-up and measures used in acoustic simulations, in this section we discuss in some detail the methods and measures used in a study by Shannon and colleagues [21] , which is largely representative of the (vast) literature.
In eight NH listeners, Shannon and colleagues demonstrated near perfect speech understanding (in the absence of competing noise) when an acoustic model of a fourchannel implant was used to represent sounds. The simulated sounds were generated as follows:
(1) The original speech signal was digitized at 10 kHz and passed by a high-pass, pre-emphasis filter (cut-off 1200 Hz). (2) The signal was then presented to a four-filter bank with centre frequencies 0 Hz, 1150 Hz, 2000 Hz and 3250 Hz. Note that the passbands overlapped in the frequency domain at those points where the gain was 15 dB down from unity. (3) From each filtered signal the temporal envelope was then extracted. This involves full-wave rectification followed by low-pass filtering with cut-off 50 Hz. (4) These four 'envelope' signals were then used to modulate the amplitudes of four noise signals. Each of these noise signals was previously coloured by one of the passbands from step (2), and each pertained to a particular envelope signal. (5) Finally, the four signals in (4) were low-pass filtered (0-4000 Hz), summed, the root-mean square was equated to that of the original signal, and the processed signal was played over headphones at a comfortable level. This process preserves temporal envelope characteristics-those characteristics transmitted to an implantee via the device (see figure 1) .
The pre-recorded, spoken test material presented to NH listeners was drawn from 16 consonants presented as a/C/a, that is, spoken between two vowels 'a' (e.g., 'aba'), and eight vowels (h/V/d; e.g. 'had') 10 , each listener being required to identify the consonant or vowel from a complete list. Also, a standard battery of spoken, everyday sentences for the assessment of profound hearing loss was presented, with subjects required to repeat back as many words from a sentence as possible. Training prior to testing was allowed until performance stabilized-typically 8-10 h.
From the data, two measures were derived: the articulation scores, that is, the percentage of spoken words that the listener heard correctly, for consonants, vowels and sentence key words; and the information received for consonants. This latter measure is based on the confusion matrix of Miller and Nicely [23] . In a confusion matrix, the spoken consonant is listed along the first column at the left, and the consonant heard by the subject along the first row at the top; cells contain tallies of stimulus-response pairs. For example, if /m/ is spoken but the subject hears /n/, that is, the two nasal consonants are confused, the cell (/m/,/n/) is incremented. As such, the articular score for the entire test, a single statistic, is obtained by summation along the main diagonal. Further, stimulus-response pairs may be grouped by features of articulation: voicing, manner and place 11 . These features may be thought of as the canonical elements for speech discrimination. In effect, they characterize approximately statistically independent communication channels; whilst a 10 The reader unfamiliar with phonetic notation is referred to [22, chapter 2] . 11 A voiced consonant involves the vibration of the vocal cords, e.g., /b/ versus the unvoiced /p/. Manner involves the way in which the tongue, lips, and other speech organs involved in articulation make contact in the production of sound. Place of articulation refers the whereabouts in the mouth constriction (for the most part) occurs, e.g., /p/, /t/, and /k/ may be classified as 'front', 'middle', and 'back' respectively. 
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Results for speech perception from the Shannon et al [21] study. Generally, speech perception improves monotonically with increasing channel numbers from one to four. Four channels allow near perfect consonant, vowel and sentence recognition, plus the identification of voicing and manner of articulation. The measure 'information received' is based on the normalized covariance of stimulus-response pairs (see [23, 24] listener may typically confuse one feature, the others usually go unaffected. As Miller and Nicely noted, this separation of a complex channel into constituent channels has 'considerable value for the diagnosis both of inefficient equipments and hard-of-hearing people' (p 351) and therefore for rehabilitation techniques. Figure 2 shows the results from the Shannon study. Further to the four channels, and 50 Hz low-pass filtering, described in the above five steps, one, two and three channels (wherein the four analysis bands were combined accordingly) and 16, 160 and 500 Hz low-pass filtering of the temporal envelope were tested.
An alternative to the 'noise-band' vocoder (as described above) is the 'sine-wave' vocoder, the difference being that S61 sinusoidal tones as opposed to bands of noise are played to NH listeners. Dorman and colleagues [25] compared the two approaches and demonstrated little difference in vowel, consonant and sentence results. By contrast, in a recent paper Gonzalez and Oliver [26] showed that NH listeners played sounds via the sine-wave vocoder better identified gender and speaker, especially where only a few channels (between three and five) are concerned. It is widely held that both methods are good for prediction of CI subject performance (of which more later), however, as to why there exist subtle, task-dependent differences between the noise-band and the sine-wave vocoders remains an open question [26] .
Some results concerning acoustic modelling of electrical stimulation of the cochlea
There are presently no data to suggest that visual models of electrical stimulation of the retina (discussed subsequently) are good predictors of clinical outcomes. Verification to this end should become a priority for visual modelling workers once more clinical data are available; at the time of writing, several clinical trials of retinal stimulators are underway [27] [28] [29] .
However, vision researchers can draw encouragement from the success of acoustic modelling of electrical stimulation of the cochlea in predicting performance in CI wearers, although the data require some interpretation.
Dorman and colleagues [30, 31] have shown that some CI listeners are able to extract as much speech information as NH listeners afforded a simulation with equivalent channel numbers. Their cohort of ten NH listeners averaged at least 80% correct identification of vowels; the performance of four of seven CI listeners fell within one standard deviation (s.d.) of this result. The NH cohort averaged 85% transfer of information [23] for place of articulation of consonants; five of seven implantees fell within one s.d. Of note is the fact that NH listeners were unpracticed, whereas CI listeners had between one month and four years' experience with the speech processing strategy tested. Similar results were observed by Dorman and colleagues in the presence of speech-shaped noise. Further, they observed an apparent increased susceptibility of the CI listener to noise as compared with the NH listener. Vowel recognition decreased (from approximately 80% to 70%) in the NH cohort as the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) decreased (from 15 to 5 dB); these decreases, however, were out-stripped by CI listener performance, where four of seven CI listeners fell within one s.d. for the 15 and 10 dB conditions, but only three of seven for the 5 dB condition.
Friesen et al [32] also tested susceptibility to noise in five NH listeners and 19 CI listeners-figure 3 is representative of their data. In quiet, and for modest amounts of noise, note from figure 3 how, for lower channel numbers (<10), the mean NH listener performance predicts that of the best performing CI listeners. The Dorman et al and Friesen et al studies are typical of acoustical modelling studies in that they demonstrate how the performance of NH listeners apparently forms an 'upper bound' for the prediction of CI listener outcomes. Friesen et al, however, note that an increasing amount of noise tends to even up the NH versus CI comparison, although NH listener performance is better than CI listener performance on all tasks; in the '0 dB' condition (rightmost panel), the best CI listener outperforms the mean NH listener. This was also the case for monosyllabic word recognition. Friesen and colleagues proposed that, for noisy conditions, the extra practice afforded CI listeners (in their day-to-day use of the device) in extracting information from severely degraded signals may explain their relatively good performance. It is interesting to note that CI listener performance improves only to about eight or ten electrodes, a finding replicated in other cohorts (for example, [33] ). By contrast, NH listener performance generally shows little sign of asymptoting over a range of 2-20 channels. This indicates that, for many electrodes, say 20, the information transmitted by the electrode array to the CI listener is only partially received, and that increased effective channel numbers in CI listeners, as opposed to increased electrode numbers, would have marked effects for speech understanding. The vision researcher working on prosthesis development would do well to be mindful of this transmission-reception gap, especially where implantable array manufacture is concerned; unless information received, borne out by psychophysical studies, increases with the number of implanted electrodes, high-density arrays [34] are likely to confer little benefit. Numerous factors are hypothesized to contribute to CI listeners' performances asymptoting at a relatively small number of channels [30] , including (1) the nonuniform survival of spiral ganglia in CI listeners, whereas NH listeners presumably have access to a wholly healthy inner ear; (2) the interaction of current in tissue; (3) shallow electrode insertion; (4) poor resolution of intensity differences and (5) poor resolution of the temporal waveform. Indeed, the use of acoustic models, and the contrast of those outcomes with CI listener data, is an ongoing means of characterizing this transmission-reception gap. One would anticipate an S62 analogous gap in retinal implantees, since the five factors mentioned also apply in retinal tissue.
In light of the above acoustic studies, it is interesting to note that the robustness of prosthetic visual perception in the face of noise has yet to be determined. Despite the fact that signal-to-noise ratio could be readily and systematically varied in a cohort of normal observers, it is as yet unknown how noise will affect perception. Not only might the addition of noise make for improved visual modelling (of which more later) if, like the Friesen et al data, increased noise makes for more comparable performances between the CI and NH cohorts, but these data would inform image processing (the pre-sample filtering), since image processing approaches vary in noise tolerance from one to the next. The data may also inform post-implantation psychophysical device fitting. The fitting process potentially introduces a major source of noise: sampling jitter. That is to say, in the fitting of a device, the subject is required to indicate those locations in the visual field occupied by phosphenes (rendering locations, probably by way of a Humphrey field analyser); these data are central to the image processing (since they determine sampling locations in the underlying image) and are subject to error in their acquisition.
If, for example, the sampling jitter, considered over the entire phosphene image, describes a bivariate normal, the resulting phosphene image would incur a noise that increased monotonically with spatial frequency in the underlying image, that is, fine details would be effectively viewed in the presence of noise [35] . The question then arises, to what extent can the observer of the phosphene image develop internal models that compensate for this noise? With this in mind, there is an analogous body of acoustic modelling work that is of interest-work concerning speech recognition where either (1) noise (typically speech-shaped and temporally modulated) is mixed with the acoustic signal presented to NH listeners or (2) spectral distortion is introduced, that is, a situation where incoming acoustic signals ultimately activate cochlear places other than those affected under normal, biological operation of the cochlea. As noted by Dorman et al [36] (discussed below), CI patients may be able 'to compensate for only distortions of a modest magnitude' (p 2996), and this learned compensation may account for CI-processed speech sounding abnormal after initial activation of the device (according to subjective reports), but after some use its becoming more intelligible. The analogy is discussed further in the following paragraphs.
The CI involves spectral distortion, ipso facto. That is, the incoming acoustic signal ultimately activates cochlear places other than those affected under normal, biological operation. This is due to the fact that CIs are designed with Greenwood's [37] frequency-cochlear place equation in mind, and speech processor filters offer only limited spectral programmability, though there exist many betweenpatient variables, e.g., electrode insertion depth and interaction of charge in viable peripheral neural tissue. Therefore, understanding the responses of central auditory templates to spectral distortion, and their robustness in the face thereof, is important for the improvement of speech processing strategies. As discussed in [38] , many psychophysical data suggest that auditory pattern recognition is neither 'positionally relocatable' nor does it simply encode relative positions of spectral features. Therefore monotonic spectral shifts, plus spectral expansion and compression (characteristic of the CI), yield adverse effects for speech recognition. The correct identification of vowels, for example, is heavily dependent on spectral cues that typically exist at low and middle frequencies [39] and therefore typically activate specific (tonotopic) neural substrates. In the Nucleus-22 implant implementing SPEAK, for example, an acoustic range of 150-10 kHz, which usually occupies a 25 mm segment of the cochlea, is mapped to a 16.5 mm segment. This spectral compression aside, the position of the segment in question varies with insertion depth. Dorman and colleagues [36] used an acoustic model to simulate shallow insertions (22-24 mm cf a 'normal' 26 mm insertion) of a five-channel, CIS device with inter-electrode spacing of 4 mm. This was achieved by mismatching analysis frequencies and carrier frequencies of sine waves comprising the vocoder; e.g., in the 22 mm depth condition, the sine wave simulating the apical-most electrode was of frequency 831 Hz, though the analysis filter driving the intensity of this carrier passed a narrow band of the original signal centred at 418 Hz. Subjects (nine NH listeners with 12-15 hours' practice) demonstrated a main effect for insertion depth on speech understanding; generally, the 'normal' and 25 mm conditions produced best results and were significantly different from 22-24 mm insertions. It is interesting to note that for both the normal and 25 mm depth conditions, the sine waves in question lay within the pertinent analysis bands; Dorman and colleagues hypothesized that in similar cases of only slight analysiscarrier mismatch speech recognition may go unaffected. This nonlinearity may likewise be manifest with regards electrical stimulation of the retina. It is interesting to note the analogy that exists with visual modelling studies involving eccentric viewing of stimuli (discussed subsequently)-the changed preferred retinal locus requires some learning by observers. As Dorman and colleagues noted, the effect of electrode insertion depth is difficult to discern in CI subjects, where many factors are confounded; a patient with deep insertion may suffer a paucity of viable neural tissue near the active electrodes, while a patient with a short insertion may have an abundance of stimulatable neural elements near each electrode. Hence, NH listeners and an acoustic model are well suited to the specific aims of this study. Other factors that may vary across a cohort of CI listeners include, for example, demographics or duration of experience with one or other clinical speech processing strategy. Similar advantages exist with regard to normal observers and visual modelling as compared with experimenting with implanted subjects.
Another focus of visual and acoustic modelling researchers alike is the development of simulations that better approximate the perceptual experiences in normals to those of subjects of electrical stimulation. In this regard, Fu and Nogaki [40] adapted, apparently with some success, the noise-band vocoder in an attempt to model betweenelectrode interaction of charge in the basilar membrane. In their adaptation, rather than noise bands falling off in the frequency domain at 24 dB/octave, the bands were smeared S63 (6 dB/octave fall-off) so as to overlap. Smearing (or otherwise), channel numbers (4, 8, 16 ) and the temporal characteristics of a temporally modulated masker (a model of competing speech) were then parametrically varied in six NH listeners, and their speech understanding was compared to ten CI listeners-'good users' of the device. The mean performance of CI listeners approximated that of NH listeners afforded four smeared (6 dB/octave) channels. The best CI listeners' performances approximated those of NH listeners afforded 8 or 16 smeared channels or four unsmeared channels (24 dB/octave). Further, the smearing model apparently predicted CI listeners' release from masking, that is, their capacity for speech understanding despite the noise. CI listeners' speech understanding deteriorates quickly in the face of noise, especially temporally modulated noise and competing speech. NH listeners afforded smeared channels only achieved release from masking for 16 channels (whereas no-smearing NH listeners apparently achieved some release from masking for both 8 and 16 channels). In general, CI listeners demonstrate a marked susceptibility to noise; as the intensity of competing speech increases, speech understanding rapidly diminishes. Therefore, understanding CI listeners' patterns of comprehension when faced with noise remains a major challenge presenting to those interested in designing more effective speech processing strategies and electrode designs. Thus far, very few visual prosthesis simulations have paid any attention to the role of noise; all the work cited above suggests that adding noise to the simulations will provide a more realistic impression of what the degenerated retina will convey in response to electrical stimulation. Hence, the addition of noise may be central to the development of better visual models.
Another parameter that goes largely untested in the visual modelling literature is the effect of quantization (the number of grey levels or sizes to which phosphenes can be modulated). By way of analogy, Loizou and colleagues [41] examined the effect of amplitude quantization, wherein the temporal envelope (as shown in figure 1 ) was quantized between threshold and comfort to some number of levels-2 through 512-thus affecting, for the most part, the temporal information conveyed to the listener. Quantized signals were presented to both CI listeners for the identification of consonants (the recognition of which is well known to be largely dependent on temporal cues) and NH listeners for the identification of sentences and monosyllabic words. The CI listeners (five-and six-channel, CIS devices), all of whom had at least three years' experience with the present speech processing strategy, achieved asymptote performance (ranging between 45% and 90% correct identification) with as few as eight levels of quantization. This indicates that the performance of CI listeners is primarily limited by the number of channels, as opposed to the number of quantization levels, since, clinically, most patients are afforded at least eight discriminable levels. NH listeners, afforded a short practice period and presented signals from a sinewave vocoder, were used in an attempt to separate interaction between number of channels and number of quantization levels. Generally, as the number of channels increased, the number of requisite levels decreased from either 8 or 16 to 4. As expected, vowel recognition was more robust, as compared with consonants, when temporal information was degraded; for all but the six-channel condition, asymptote was reached at four levels, whereas most consonant recognition required eight levels. For consonants processed via a six-channel sinewave vocoder, NH listeners' performances asymptoted at eight levels, consistent with results in CI listeners. Further, feature analysis [23] suggests that eight levels are required for the reliable recognition of place, manner and voicing.
Taken together with the results of Drullman [42] , wherein NH listeners demonstrated high speech intelligibility with two quantization levels and 24 channels, the result indicates tradeoff between spectral resolution and amplitude resolution of the temporal envelope; fine temporal envelope cues are not necessary for high recognition where an increased number of spectral cues exist.
Retinal prosthesis
There is a growing body of (multidisciplinary) literature concerning the bioengineering of a retinal prosthesis (for a recent review see Weiland et al [43] ; see also [44] ). The small number of envisioned devices typically feature an implanted array of electrodes in close apposition to the retina, and a unit worn externally to the body. The external unit typically comprises a digital, or infrared, camera and associated signal processing capability which communicates by radio frequency signals with an application-specific integrated circuit connected to the array [45] . For a recent clinical trial of an epi-retinal, 16-electrode array driven per-sclerally by a modified Clarion cochlear implant, see [27] . For the subretinal approach, see [46] .
The cornerstone of retinal prosthesis is the phosphenethe perceived luminous spot evoked by an electrode stimulating viable layers of the degenerate retina [47] [48] [49] [50] . The expectation is that, in the same way that the CI modulates the loudness of a pitch by modulating a stimulus profile at an electrode (of which more later), a clinical retinal prosthesis will modulate the size or intensity of a (localized) phosphene.
Visual modelling of retinal prosthesis
Electrical stimulation of the retina can be modelled visually [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . That is to say, experiments can be run wherein face recognition, for example, is assessed in normal observers of phosphene images that depict (phosphenized) faces. In such experiments, the phosphene images generate spatial patterns of retinal activation in normal observers that seek to approximate patterns of excitation arising from electrical stimulation of retinal tissue (see, e.g., [65] ). Figure 4 depicts a number of phosphene images.
How are phosphene images generated? The underlying image (the top-left panel in figure 4 ) is sampled at the locations of the phosphenes. Each of these sampled image intensities then modulates the intensity and/or size of a phosphene which occupies some location in the subject's visual field. For example, if the underlying image intensity at coordinates S64 (x 1 , y 1 ) is 75% grey, the phosphene at the corresponding location in the visual field may be modulated to 75% of its maximum size. Prior to sampling, however, pre-filtering of the underlying image occurs-image processing that anti-aliases, to some extent, the resultant phosphene image, and may serve to extract salient features of the underlying image (e.g., see [58, 62] ; see also [68] for the application of 'intelligent' algorithms to salient feature extraction). Image samples are then quantized to some number of grey scales or sizes, since implantable neurostimulator designs presently deliver some finite number of pre-programmed, bi-phasic pulses (e.g., see the neurostimulators by Suaning and Lovell [69] , based on a 5-bit digital-to-analogue converter or Sivaprakasam et al [70] based on a 6-bit converter).
Review of visual models of retinal prosthesis
Much of the visual modelling data concerns reading [51, [54] [55] [56] [57] 59 ]. This is not surprising considering that, according to subjective reports by low vision sufferers [71] , the restoration of reading and mobility are likely to confer the most benefit to low vision sufferers in their daily lives. Cha and colleagues undertook a series of three studies [51] [52] [53] seeking to quantify, through simulations, the usefulness of an electrode array implanted intracortically in a single gyrus of the primary visual cortex. Although at the time there existed literature concerning perception and 'coarse-quantized' or 'blocked' images (e.g., see [72] ), that is, images of much reduced spatial resolution, there arose an anxiety as to whether an array of so few phosphenes (on the order of hundreds) as compared with the number of neural elements comprising the human visual system would have any clinical efficacy (it is interesting to note that a similar anxiety existed with regard to cochlear implantation [73] as cited in [74] ). The electrode array of interest to Cha and colleagues measured 1 cm square and comprised some 625 electrodes; given visual cortical magnification in humans (approximately 6 mm/deg), the stimuli used by Cha et al involved phosphene images with resolutions 25 × 25 occupying the central 1.7
• of the visual field and similar. The more recent simulationsSommerhalder and colleagues, Fu et al and the present authors' groups-have adapted Cha's scales to better suit retinal, as opposed to cortical, prosthesis. Here, the number of phosphenes involved is smaller and the inter-phosphene spacing larger, in accordance with a number of 'retinal' results, the first and foremost being that larger electrodes, as opposed to smaller, are required in order to elicit perception if charge densities at the electrode-tissue interface are to be kept below deleterious levels [10, 49] (see also [65] ). Table 1 summarizes much of the reading data, which, taken together, demonstrate that a low resolution phosphene array may still afford subjects good, albeit slow, text comprehension. Not surprisingly, the most important factor involves the number of phosphenes and the effective sampling density (by comparison, reduced contrast, e.g., has little adverse effect for reading). That is to say, 'zoom' matters; the number of characters displayed on the phosphene array at any one time is a factor with implications for print sizes that will afford implant recipients improved visual function. For example, one can readily envisage an implant that employs digital zoom in the external image processor for reading printed text such that the desired number of characters are presented on the phosphene array at once. The representation of more characters is concomitant with decreased sampling density (and therefore decreased acuity), and the presentation of fewer characters encroaches upon the average reader's ability to assimilate numerous characters at a single glance. For this reason, Hallum et al [75] proposed the hexagonal arrangement of phosphenes in the visual field (and accordingly the hexagonal manufacture of implantable arrays) which makes for 14% higher density than the square mosaics used to date by Cha et al, among others.
A caveat in interpreting the results from the first two studies by Sommerhalder and colleagues [55, 56] (see table 1) is the 'fixed' nature of phosphenes; their experimental setup was equivalent to observing a paper-based printout of phosphene images through a restricted window stabilized on the retina. In the third study by Sommerhalder and colleagues [57] , phosphenes were stabilized on subjects' retinas, as opposed to simply the viewing window. Thus subjects were allowed to affect interlaced sampling with the phosphene array and temporally integrate phosphene outputs over short time spans, which one would expect to have beneficial effects on performance. Accordingly, the data showed that the requisite resolution of the phosphene array for at least 'good' text comprehension decreased from about 500 phosphenes to about 320. Further, this third study sought more realistic simulation of current spread in the retina; phosphenes took on the appearance of Gaussian spots (see figure 4) , as opposed S65 to squares of uniform intensity that tiled the retinal locus in question (as per studies I and II). The study found an apparent optimal Gaussian spot size-spots much broader than the effective point sources used by Cha et al-though no statistical difference between the Gaussian and square spot conditions was found. This result has implications for the perceptual effects of current spread about stimulating electrodes (see [78, 65] ).
In a small cohort (n = 4), Thompson et al [58] examined face recognition, and further to the above-mentioned parameters, tested the effects of intensity quantization, contrast and phosphene dropout rate (wherein a number of randomly chosen phosphenes was left inactivated). Their results demonstrated 92% accuracy for a 25 × 25 array (subtending the central 15
• ) and 60% accuracy for a 10 × 10 array (central 6
• ; results corroborated by Hallum et al [67] in a large cohort (n = 38)), both significantly above chance. The effects of most factors were as expected: increased array resolution, decreased quantization and decreased phosphene dropout all made for improved face recognition. The effects of the phosphene size (pillbox-shaped) and the intervening gaps, however, were somewhat more complicated: 'narrower gaps seem to yield a slightly better identification than wider gaps . . .. Thus minimizing gaps between electrodes while maintaining separable phosphenes may result in improved performance' (p 5040). Extremes of quantization (e.g., when only two levels of grey were used in rendering the phosphene image), and high phosphene dropout rates (e.g., 70%), challenged subjects, an effect that was exacerbated when the contrast of stimuli was further reduced.
The same laboratory recently published a study on reading performance under conditions very similar to those of the face identification study [63] . Reading speeds of 30-60 words per minute without errors were recorded for some parameter combinations. In general, reading accuracy and speed were influenced by all parameters. Reading accuracy exceeded 90% if the following conditions were met: at least 3 ppc were presented, and dropout did not exceed 50%. Reading speed only deteriorated below 20 words per minute when accuracy fell below 90%; this also happened if the grid spanned less than two characters, especially at low contrast. Grey scale resolution had little effect on reading performance; in fact, at low contrast the lowest grey scale resolution (i.e., two levels) resulted in the best performance, since this effectively maximized the distinction between text and background. Another important finding confirmed in this study was the importance of practice: both reading speed and accuracy increased as the subject read a total of 384 text fragments of 9-12 words each, equally distributed across contrast level and other stimulus conditions; improvements typically occurred across a span of 100 trials for any particular condition, earliest for easy conditions at high contrast, and only towards the end for the hardest conditions at low contrast.
A subset of the Hayes et al [59] data concerns symbol identification and the performance of day-to-day tasks. The data suggest that a 6 × 10 array is sufficient for simple S66 hand-eye coordination tasks, though more complex visuomanual tasks require the resolution of their 16 × 16 array or better. In our laboratory, we have observed that the presence of a subject's own hand in the (phosphenized) field of view, if only because it affords a better sense of scale, makes for a marked improvement in visual cognition. This being the case, it is surprising that there exist so few data regarding visuomanual tasks; this is an area that needs further attention. Moreover, Hayes et al reported that square-and house-shaped symbols are more easily recognized on a 4 × 4 mosaic as compared with a circle. This was taken to mean that 'edges and corners are most easily recognized at very low resolution' (p 1023). A confounding factor here, however, is the arrangement of phosphenes. Hayes et al used a square mosaic; a hexagonal mosaic, by contrast, is more invariant when rotated and may afford better recognition of, e.g., circular symbols. Chen et al (esp. see their figure 13 ), in comparing hexagonal and rectangular phosphene arrays, showed that acuity is a function of visual meridian, which furthermore varies with phosphene layout. Overall their hexagonal array outperformed the square array (1.54 versus 1.74 logMAR); indeed, a 0.06 logMAR difference would be expected on the basis of sampling density alone. Hayes et al [59] measured acuities of 1.96, 1.82 and 1.32 logMAR for the 4 × 4, 6 × 10 and 16 × 16, respectively. Like Chen et al, those workers note the importance of scanning for improved acuity. In the Chen et al data, the hexagonal array outperformed the square array, a contrast that narrowed with practice, suggesting that subjects adopted effective scanning techniques to overcome the limitations of the square array. Cha et al [53] generally found better acuities (ranging from, approximately, 0.70 to 0.10 logMAR), though the arrays they used subtended lower visual angles.
Cha et al [52] conducted a mobility study wherein subjects wearing a head-mounted system were required to navigate a maze comprising high-contrast obstacles and other positional cues (white on black background). Here, as field of view (the acceptance angle of the camera), and number of phosphenes comprising the array, increased up to 30
• and 25 × 25 (subtending the central 1.7
• ) respectively, walking speeds (and lack of collisions) became comparable to the control condition (0.83 m s −1 ). Increases in the number of phosphenes beyond 25 × 25 were of little benefit. Note that the number of phosphenes, as opposed to the inter-phosphene spacing, was much more highly correlated with performance, indicating that acuity, unlike other above-mentioned tasks, is less important where mobility is concerned. The subjects used in this Cha et al study were first trained over the course of three weeks, wherein they learned to cope with the perceptual consequences of object minification (wherein a large field of view is represented on the small subtense of the phosphene array), and accordingly increased their walking speed by five fold. Too small a field of view slowed subjects' walking speeds, as they were required to increase the amount of scanning. Inefficient head movements were reported to cause loss of balance.
A recent study at Johns Hopkins [64] examined the performance of four normally sighted and one low vision subjects in an eye-hand coordination task with 6 × 10 Gaussian-shaped phosphenes, in both free-viewing and stabilized conditions. These conditions were chosen to approximate the anticipated geometry of near-term retinal implants such as the Second Sight A60 implant scheduled for clinical trials within the next year. The subjects were required to first count the 1-16 white fields randomly placed in an 8 × 8 checkerboard and later cover each field with a black checker, while inspecting the board with a downward-looking camera mounted on the front of their video headset. Subjects never saw the board in normal view, so all information was obtained from the phosphenized image. As in other trials, practice proved extremely important in this test, albeit mostly in terms of timing: subjects made very few counting and placement errors, but times improved by a factor of 3-5 from early to later sessions.
An important aspect of the Dagnelie study [64] was the role of retinal stabilization of the phosphenized image with the help of an infrared video-based pupil tracker. Without exception subjects responded to stabilization by minimizing their eye movements during trials, rather than trying to use any advantage they might have gained from the inevitable 1-2 frame delay imposed by the eye tracker; in doing so, subjects became very efficient in using head movement to maximize the information gained and with practice achieved performance levels indistinguishable from those in free-viewing trials. This finding is of particular importance in view of the discussion among visual prosthesis developers, whether eye-movement compensation will be required for those designs using a headmounted camera. The results reported in this study suggest that eye-movement compensation will not be necessary, at least for eye-hand coordination tasks.
The approach of the University of New South WalesUniversity of Newcastle Laboratory is somewhat different from the above-mentioned studies. While we have sought to quantify the usefulness of prosthetic vision in an acuity task [60] , and in a task wherein a small moving target was tracked [62] , our main focus is image processing, that is, the pre-processing that lies functionally intermediate to the digital camera that acquires the scene and the phosphene image that is rendered in the visual field. We have demonstrated that nontrivial image processing can improve a subject's performance in both tasks. The Chen et al [60] data show that subject acuity is strongly influenced by the pre-processing step; for example, for the square phosphene mosaic used there, if the circular, uniform-intensity kernel that pre-filters the image has width 30% of the inter-phosphene spacing, acuity is improved by approximately 0.12 logMAR as compared with a 90% width. Hallum et al [62] showed that if the pre-processing involves a Gaussian blur, as opposed to a uniform-intensity blur (as used in other studies), fixation and pursuit of a small target is improved in accuracy by 35.8% and 6.8%, respectively. These results suggest that, to some extent at least, results from information theory may be applied in an attempt to derive optimal pre-processing, and ultimately improve the vision afforded implantees [79] .
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Sensorineural prosthesis modelling: improvements and interpretations
In section 1.3 we touched on a key issue facing visual modellers: the reconciliation of data from simulations and studies involving retinal implantees. There are presently no data to suggest that visual models of electrical stimulation of the retina are good predictors of clinical outcomes; verification to this end should become a priority for visual modellers once more human-trials data are available. With regard to the cochlear implant, the improvement of acoustic models is ongoing (see, e.g., discussion surrounding Fu and Nogaki in section 1.3). We have begun analogous work to this end [67] , based heavily on the human-trials data of Rizzo et al [49] , that attempts to account for current spread at the vitreoretinal interface, and perceptual effects thereof, by way of irregularly shaped phosphenes.
Another issue is the perception of noisy phosphene images, not only because a device is necessarily subject to noise (e.g., in the implantable microelectronics), but also as a means of developing better visual models (inasmuch as the performance of normal observers, which likely forms an upper bound on implantee performance, would be hindered by the addition of noise and would therefore redress the normalimplantee discrepancy, analogously to the above-mentioned study by Friesen and colleagues). The issue, however, may not be straightforward. Morrone and co-workers [80] showed that the addition of noise to coarse-quantized images paradoxically improves face recognition as it negates the Harmon-Julesz illusion [81] . Also, Hallum et al [35, 82] have argued that the addition of noise to phosphene images facilitates the veridical perception of texture.
The stabilization of phosphene images on the retina, which makes for a more accurate physical simulation of retinal prosthesis, wherein the stimulating array is affixed to the retina, is an improvement that has also received only limited attention. To date, most studies have involved computer displays that are freely viewed, that is, the subject's gaze moves relative to the phosphene image. For image stabilization, the phosphene array is scanned over the 'underlying' scene by way of eye movements; for free viewing, some other modality, such as head movements or use of a joystick or computer mouse, is used. Achieving the former in simulations, however, is technically difficult; rigorous monitoring of eye movements requires sampling at rates of at least 200 Hz [83] ; the re-rendering of phosphene images at high rates, plus the reprocessing of the underlying scene by (non-trivial) image analysis, places extreme demands on the computers involved (see, e.g., Fornos et al [57] wherein image rendering was necessarily simplified). The consequences of stabilized versus non-stabilized phosphene images for interpretation of data are as yet largely undetermined. Whilst Cha et al [51] examined the differential effects of each in an acuity task and found no effect, further work in this regard is warranted.
In considering the acoustic modelling studies discussed in section 1.3, the question arises, how is the CI listener-NH listener discrepancy explained and how can this inform visual modellers? One explanation involves the pattern of disturbance of the basilar membrane. Acoustic stimulation makes for somewhat complicated disturbance patterns and therefore complicated patterns of innervation of hair cells; for example, see the discussion in [5] surrounding a 3 kHz pure tone that sets up a travelling wave in the membrane, extending approximately one-third of the membrane length, especially in the basal-ward direction from the point of maximum disturbance. By contrast, electrical stimulation of the membrane, in its ideal form at least, is simple; a restricted locus of the membrane is activated as per Greenwood's placefrequency function [37] . That is to say, the fixed-filter set-up implemented by most clinical speech processors (as described above) is more an implementation of the Helmholtzian cochlea than it is the contemporary concept of the cochlea, which includes fluid mechanics and motile outer hair cells. The discrepancy between fibre activation arising from acoustic and electric stimulation of the cochlea is further exacerbated by the largely unknown dynamics of current spread through tissue in the inner ear. This highlights the relevance of biophysical and systems neuroscience models of electrical retinal stimulation to visual modelling, such as those of Cottaris and Elfar [65] and Dokos et al [78] , which may be used to quantitatively inform some of the more intractable perceptual phenomena that accompany phosphenes, e.g., shape and textural irregularity, non-repeatability, temporal flicker and movement sensation. By the nature of their being perceptual, these phenomena highlight a major difficultly in modelling sensorineural prosthetics.
Another explanation for the CI listener-NH listener discrepancy involves NH listeners' perception being informed by a healthy inner ear. The CI listener, on the other hand, suffers from the degeneration of spiral ganglion cell populations, apparently brought on by the absence of neurotrophic factors normally expressed by (now degenerate) hair cells ( [84] and references therein). Further, hair cells are thought to be the source of spontaneous activity in auditory fibres, of which the deafened ear shows a marked paucity, and it is the hair cell synapse that contributes to timing jitter of spiking within individual fibres. Therefore, acoustic stimulation produces stochastic differences in spiking activity between fibres; electrical stimulation makes for synchronization in spiking activity [85, 86] . If electrical stimulation were able to produce spiking activity more like the physiological norm, presumably CI listeners would be afforded greater dynamic range and more orderly loudness growth [86] , both of which are readily exploited in NH listeners. In this connection, there is some interest in highfrequency stimulation of the cochlear so as to induce betweenfibre spiking asynchrony. Future work could determine whether high-frequency stimulation is relevant to retinal prosthesis, since, analogously, outer-retinal degenerates suffer atrophy of the retinal ganglion cell later.
Finally, it is of interest to visual modellers that, despite more than two decades' development of acoustic models of cochlear stimulation, results still come with caveats. In this connection, the reader is directed to [18] , where it is asserted that acoustic modelling results 'should be interpreted in terms of the trends that are predicted rather than as a quantitative S68 estimate of cochlear-implant subject performance' (p 286). This rule of thumb likely applies to visual modelling which is perforce subject to similar shortcomings as those discussed in this section-visual stimulation of the retina is only an approximation of electrical stimulation (see [65] ), plus the degenerate retina is subject to remodelling [87] and ganglion cell atrophy [88] .
Conclusion
Further to reviewing visual modelling work pertaining to microelectronic vision prosthesis, we have sought to acquaint the vision researcher with the psychophysics and signal processing that pertains to the cochlear implant, and the use of acoustic models in that field. Acoustic modelling involves more accessible cohorts (normally hearing listeners) and allows for the separation of confounding factors (e.g., viability of the inner ear) in ongoing efforts to improve speech processors and electrode design. With the development of visual models, analogous methods and their benefits are likewise an offer to the microelectronic vision prosthesis community. In this regard, we have flagged the need for the comparison and contrast of visual modelling results with quantitative data from short-term and chronic electrical stimulation trails in blind humans (of which there is presently a paucity in the literature). There are a number of shortcomings of acoustic models that are presently being addressed; these highlight the analogous shortcomings facing the visual modelling community. Here, solutions will require not only input from human trials, but also experimental work that elucidates the electrophysiology and neurophysiology of the degenerate retina subjected to electrical stimulation.
